2010 honda crv oil

Excess oil consumption. Need to add 1 plus quarts of oil per 1, miles. Oil indication light does
not appear when there is no oil on the dip stick. Must constantly check and add oil to engine. I
am the original owner and have always used top-tier gasoline and I am also a very gentle drive. I
have remote start, so car is always warm when I begin to drive in very cold weather. Are there
any class action suits regarding this issue??? A mechanic took a test drive with us to listen to
the noise and then returned to the dealership to check out the possible cause. He reported to us
that the engine was very low on oil. We told him we had not seen any warning lights or the oil
consumption gauge ie. He said we need to check the oil via dipstick regularly and add oil as
needed. My wife was getting ready to take a trip to Pittsburgh in Feb. Son-in-law reported there
was no level noticeable on the dipstick so he put oil in. He went on to research this issue online
and learned about the 'oil consumption issue' pertaining to Honda CR-V's. We never received
the reported TSA settlement issued by Honda previously about this issue despite having all
maintenance work done by our local dealership since buying the car new there Great Lakes
Honda, Akron, and despite receiving recall notices for several other problems over the years. It
now appears we are beyond the 8 year "extended warranty" period Honda issued. What
recourse do we now have available to get this problem addressed? I doubt that any honest and
transparent investigation has been done to link the oil consumption issue to auto accidents
with the affected vehicles. This avoids them doing the proper thing which is to recall the
vehicles. My car also has the well-know grinding noise at startup-VTC actuator issue which is
also well-known to Honda. I suspect that there is a link between the two defects but Honda
refuses to acknowledge it. Honda is dismissing this well-known issue alleging that the
excessive oil consumption issue occurs in rare cases and is due to hard revving on a cold
engine with bad gasoline The problem has been well-known to Honda for a long time many
years yet they continue to hide it and allow vehicles to be sold to innocent consumers. My car
has only ever been driven normally light with good quality gasoline. The issue occurs from
normal use. Honda's dealers are resistant to allowing the warranty repair. My nightmare with the
dealer continues. The dealer performed an erroneous oil consumption test and initially declined
my warranty repair. The erroneous oil consumption test involved overfilling the engine with oil.
They did not drain the oil and do an oil change first which is normal protocol for the test
possibly rushing or inexperienced tech? This has caused additional problems with the vehicle.
A second oil consumption test did show a different result and the warranty repair was then
authorized but the catalytic converter repair denied. They also denied the defective VTC
actuator repair. The dealer will not discuss the oil test problem and will not disclose what they
did during the first alleged oil consumption test to deny my warranty repair. A big concern is the
lack of transparency regarding the test. They do not deny that the issue occurred but they also
will not openly admit to it. Honda customer service does nothing to address the problem or
assist Honda owners. Customer service has been very reluctant to explain the complaint
process and has been unwilling to attempt any resolution. The excessive oil consumption is a
big safety hazard especially when it starts to occur without knowledge to the driver. There is no
warning that the oil level is low. My vehicle stalled out while driving and the oil pressure light
came on. Stalling out while driving increases risk of accidents. The excessive oil consumption
has ruined the catalytic converter creating a residual environmental hazard as well as increased
engine fire hazard. Honda is refusing to repair the damaged catalytic converter as part of the
warranty repair. The dealer is not willing to make good on the damage caused by the erroneous
oil test. The car will not pass the state inspection due to emission issue from the damaged
catalytic converter. To top all of this off, I was treated very rudely at the dealer. The dealer
denies that overfilling an engine with oil damages the catalytic converter and also continues to
deny that burning excessive oil through the engine damages the catalytic converter. The real
issue was overfilling the oil in an engine that was already experiencing high oil consumption.
Both denials are ridiculous and false. I am currently seeking a warranty repair to repair the
piston ring problem and the resulting failed catalytic converter to get the car repaired for safe
operation to both driver and the environment and to pass state inspection. The VTC actuator
probelm grinding noise has to be another battle. Honda owners are experiencing a huge loss of
value to their vehicles potential buyers should not buy these defective vehicles. Honda has
previously been sued class action for this same issue occurring in other Honda models. The
consumer is left with no other choice but to seek legal help. The vehicle is burning between 1.
Honda made us come back 5 times to participate in an "oil consumption test" only to tell us that
because the average of the five visits showed oil consumption was just below 1 quart per miles,
they would not repair the car and declared the oil consumption "normal". Their advice was to
add oil every time we fill the car with gasoline. My confidence in the vehicle, the dealership and
Honda are all shot to heck. The car is both a liability and an excessive polluter. What a waste of
time, money and fossil fuels. Will Update in morning. Its late and I will be able to fill out this

section fully and clearly in the morning. I submitted a request to Honda on May 23rd to consider
replacing the engine of my Honda CR-V under the extended warranty for excessive oil
consumption. I purchased the car in October from Auto Trademark of Manassas. Auto
Trademark made those improvements and sold me the vehicle. The appointment was scheduled
for February 16th. However just prior to February 16th my daughter heard a noise under her
hood and a teacher at her high school told her she had no oil in the car, he put oil in the car and
she drove it directly to Jiffy Lube in Leesburg and received an oil change. My daughter still took
her car to Auto Nation Honda of Dulles and let them know that she would no longer require an
oil change because she had to take it to Jiffy Lube due to no oil in the car. Honda of Dulles then
proceeded to make the requested repairs such as the new key, fixed the windows, did the air
bag recall. Additionally they performed an inspection and made several other suggestions. At
no time did anyone consider the excessive oil consumption or mention any issues with the
engine of the car. On April 30th my daughter broke down on the side of the road. A man stopped
to help her and he told her she had no oil in her vehicle. She added a quart of oil but the car still
would not start. Honda of Dulles had given my daughter a card for a free oil change at her last
visit in February, so I told her to take it to the Honda of Dulles and redeem her free oil change
and ask them about the excessive oil consumption. Honda of Dulles acknowledged this issue
and would initiate the oil consumption test, however during the oil change the car would not
start. Honda of Dulles notified me that the timing chain skipped and bent the valves, I asked
Ryan my technician if this could be a result of the excessive oil consumption and he stated that
it was a possibility. I did not hear from AutoNation of Honda again until May 23, after many calls
by me, the vehicle had been there for 17 days at that point. I received a call from Alfred, a
manager asking me to return my loaner. I told him I was very confused and told him that I had
not heard from Honda in many days. I told them that I wanted to contact Honda Corp directly
and appeal. I sent a letter, fax and an online request the same day on May 23rd. I could have
purchased many other cars but I knew that Honda would be the best for her. So far it has been
anything but. This was a traumatic for her, being a young girl on the side of the road. The costs
have been exuberant. I was hoping that Honda was going to do the right thing and cover the
repairs under the extended warranty. I have located other articles and complaints on the web
due to this specific issue. Honda knows this is an issue and should have handled it much better
from the beginning. I had hoped that Honda would want to preserve the safe and reliable
reputation that it was known for. I left messages at her extension on June 1st and again on the
2nd. I thought maybe the poor communication I received from AutoNation Honda of Dulles was
exclusive to them but apparently it is a Honda issue. Finally Dora returned my call on the
evening of June 2nd. I expressed my displeasure and told Dora that I would be sure to share my
story via any avenue I could find. So here I am, holding myself accountable. Learn from my
lessonâ€¦. A simple google search will validate my statement as well. I wish I would have done
more research prior to such a large purchase, this is a very well known issue as you can tell by
some of the links I have included. One last link is the Yelp reviews for AutoNation of Honda, I
also wish I would checked here prior to my purchase and prior to my multiple trips for service.
Many unhappy customers. In August of Honda issued a warranty extension notification for
sticking piston rings resulting in high engine oil consumption. In July of that year I began to add
oil in-between required oil changes and reported the condition to Manchester Honda. Honda
agrees this is 'abnormal' but that the rate does not meet the 'excessive' consumption required
to be covered under the warranty extension notification. My primary objection is I paid for a
normal car, that is what I thought I was getting, and see no reason to pay anything to make the
car normal. The word argument - abnormal vs. The warranty notification states " Whether it is
abnormal or excessive is a philosophical discussion they can have on their own. Briefly stated:
My car is exhibiting a high engine oil consumption which Honda acknowledges exists on CR-V
models. The poor terminology excuse offered and lack of support from the entire Honda service
team does nothing but add to my anger and frustration. I also found out that the vehicle is
covered under an excessive Oil Comsumption Warranty which they will replace the engine
piston rings due to oil entering the system. This problem will also cause oil to get into the fuel
system and eventually get it the Catalytic Converter causing it to fouled and set efficiency
codes. I had taken my car to my local Honda dealership in to check for oil leak since the oil light
would come on between oil changes. They did not find any leaks and said the car was working
as normal. I experienced the problem again in 2 months after an oil change the light came on
again. I Googled it and found that my car was subject to an extended warranty for the issue until
8 years or k miles. I contacted my new dealership and took my car in. My advisor stated that an
oil consumption test would need to be done which consisted of and oil change and bringing it
back in miles later to see more than 1 quart of oil had been burned. Since I would be over the
extended warranty period at the end of the test I contacted Honda directly to make sure it would

be covered. I spoke with someone who assured me that since I had started the test before the
warranty period was over I would be fully covered. I took the car back at miles and that said
there was no issue. In Jan my oil light came on again. I took the car back to the dealership and
they discovered it was burning more oil than 1 quart per miles. My car now had miles. Honda is
now refusing to fix the issue under the extended warranty. I spoke with the representative From
American Honda Corp and she stated that even though I was told it would be covered since the
process was started before the extended warranty expired that information was not correct and
she would give a coaching to the representative that noted my file. When we took it in they
advised us we were 3qts low. From the last oil change at mi that amounts to 1. They told us we
needed to do an oil consumption test. That's 1. They suggested we do another oil consumption
test. Clearly, Honda has set convenient "normal limits" in order to delay repairs that could
mitigate future engine issues after our warranty or extended warranty has expired. We have
requested that they fix this problem once and for all so we do not have to be guessing as to
when we need to add oil and most importantly because it has most definitely lowered the resale
value of our car and made it much harder to sell. The number one reason we purchased this car
was for it's high resale value which it can no longer live up to. Here are the facts surrounding
my experience with the car since the date I purchased it. When I purchased the car on March 26,
I made a decision to invest in a Honda CRV based upon performance ratings, quality and
reliability boasted by the manufacturer. Although I found the car to be comfortable there have
been signs of a manufacturers defect from the start. Since this is the only vehicle I own I am
completely dependent on it for my business and livelihood. The following details my experience
with my Honda CRV to date. I passed the Honda dealer one day and pulled in and was advised
that I was low on oil. The tech put a quart in, I drove away and the sound stopped. He advised
that whenever it made that sound I should just add oil. This was all before my first oil change. I
always wondered why I had to add multiple quarts of oil between oil changes. The answer was
always that they found nothing wrong and no indication of any malfunction. In November of ,
after bringing my car in for an oil change I realized via the receipt that the dealer performed an
oil consumption software update. At this time there was no recall in effect. The cost incurred
has been substantial as the car uses synthetic oil. The funny thing is that the oil light never
comes on as a warning. I brought the car in for an oil consumption test. I was charged for an oil
change even though it was related to a recall. When I was unable to bring the car back within
miles due to business travel I then had to undergo a second test. I chose a different dealer who
did not charge to top off the oil. I requested that the tech check the catalytic converter since I
have been concerned about the impact the ongoing oil issue would have on it. Sure enough the
tech indicated that the catalytic converter does need to be replaced. Since the warranty for this
part expires at 80, miles mine no longer qualifies. I declined the offer based on the fact that I
have nor money to put towards this car due to unemployment circumstances, nor should I be
expected to put one cent towards a car that has been defective from the start. So much for
reliability dependability! Upon completing the oil consumption test the Honda dealer still has
my car as I await the airbag modification. I am driving a rental car as per the Honda agreement.
Following is a summary of my concerns regarding the Oil Consumption recall. I have been
driving a car that has had a substantial defect from the day I bought it. I have spent countless
dollars on pouring oil into it from the start. The car is no longer drivable or dependable due to
the state of the catalytic converter. I have huge concerns about the longevity of the engine,
which has been severely compromised over an extended period of time due to faulty oil
consumption. I will never be able to drive this vehicle without being fearful that the engine will
cease. To add insult to injury I have been without my CRV utility vehicle negatively impacting
my life as I am unable to accommodate my recreational activities with the rental car. Combining
the two recalls is adding much unnecessary stress to my life! My biggest fear is what happens
when the airbag is fixed, the car is returned, and I am unable to drive it due to the compromised
catalytic converter. I was driving my car in Feb timeframe when my oil light quickly flashed this
was the only time the light ever came on during this whole issue. When I got home, I checked
the oil and it didn't even register. When I took my car in to get the next oil change, I told my
service advisor that my car lost 2 quarts. When my car was ready, they said they couldn't find
any leaks, so they wanted to do an oil consumption test. I came back in 1, miles, level was fine.
Since I live over an hour from the dealer, they told me to keep track of the oil myself, but didn't
tell me to bring the car to them if it went low again. Between that visit and when my car was
ready for the next oil change in July , I filled my engine with over 4 quarts, but kept records of
the date, mileage and how much oil was added. I was told that I needed to bring it to them when
the oil was low and not to fill it with oil. I kept checking it and brought it back in when the oil
went low again, probably two-three weeks later, around the end of July The service advisor I
talked to the last time wasn't there and the guy came out and said that they checked it and I was

ready to go. Once I explained it to him that I was there to determine whether I had the piston
ring leak problem per my normal service advisor, he came back out to let me know that my
piston rings needed to be replaced and they would provide me with a car rental. It took almost
10 days for the repair to be completed because of parts being on back order. My biggest
complaint about the service advisor I had was lack of communication about the status of the
repair that was originally a 3 day job. I also ended up with a three month fight with the rental
company bc Honda would only cover three days of the rental. It finally got taken care of by the
dealer after repeated calls to the rental company and the manager. Ironically, I received a recall
notice from Honda about this issue months after all this headache. Since the piston rings have
been replaced, my car is running smoothly and I have had no other oil leaks and my car is now
registering over 74, miles. My husband knowing he was dying wanted me to have a good
reliable car. Now just a little over 82, miles its burning oil like crazy. I'm just so disappointed
with Honda! Thought we were getting a good car, got a lemon instead, Mileage has never been
that good either. Update from Apr 6, : With this excess oil consumption came a almost out of oil
at changes. Received letter of oil consumption issue from Honda called them and spoke to them
about how it was out of the mileage allotment but they told us to have the test done which we
did and it confirmed that the consumption rate was I asked about pro-rating the repair and they
were not willing to do so. I am so disappointed with the way Honda is handling this. I will never
buy a Honda again. I bought the car in the first place because I knew I would be putting high
miles on it and I wanted a car that woul last. I guess the jokes on me. This problem has been
there for sometime but last time when I went to change the oil the mechanic told me that there is
a leak and since then I am always checking the oil and putting more oil and I am scared to drive
the car. I have been hearning the noise every morning I start the car by the time I take it to
mechanic it's not there. I have no check oil light coming on. It is very frustrating and costing me
lot of money. I hope Honda can fix this problem otherwise Honda is going to have bad
reputation. Car has been burning oil for over a year. I brought it to Hondas attention a while
back and was told a little oil burning is normal as a car gets older. Then I received a letter from
Honda a few months ago stating they recognize there may be an issue with my model burning
excess oil and extended my warranty however they put mileage limits on it and my car was
already over the miles. I called Honda and explained that this has been an issue for over a year
and I'm having to add atleast 5 qts of oil a month and they said they wouldn't do anything
because I was over the mileage even though this has been an issue for a year. I filed a BBB
complaint and they said they could do nothing. Now I'm at the point where its burning oil so bad
I have fumes coming into the car and am putting a bottle of oil in a week. Honda has known
about this issue and should have recalled it instead of extending a warranty. This is total bs. I
can't even trade my car in because I still owe quite a bit. If anyone knows of a lawsuit I can join
for Honda crv please let me know. My wife is the principal driver of the car and first noticed the
engine light flickering on and off and is how we first discovered this issue. Upon checking the
oil level we discovered that there was no oil on the dipstick and took it to our local auto repair
shop and they confirmed our findings. Neither the oil consumption indicator nor the low engine
oil level gave any clue of low oil levels. Since that time, I have complained at each service visit
to my dealership in Mississauga where we purchased the vehicle brand new in about the low oil
levels and they have since recommended an oil consumption test upon my insistence, which by
the way I have had to pay for to determine if this is serious enough despite an official letter that
I received from Honda on June basically extending the warranty and acknowledging this
problem. What bothers me is that my car goes into the dealership regularly for servicing but not
once have they ever pointed out low oil levels and I'm constantly being told about the
acceptable burn rate instead and I felt like enough doubt is cast to make you feel as if this is a
normal occurrence. It's worth noting that my catalytic converter had to be replaced this year
under warranty and I'm curious to know if there is any correlation. We have owned many cars
over the last 27 years including Honda, Toyota, Nissan, and GM and have never experienced
this type of issue before. Folks that I share this information with are alarmed as they don't see it
as being normal for a fairly newer vehicle with low mileage from a reputable manufacturer. In
doing a lot of research over the internet and including this site, I discovered that this is not an
isolated problem and there has been class action lawsuits in the US related to this issue on
several Honda models. Not sure why Honda does not just do the right thing by recalling and
fixing the issue before it causes harm to their reputation. I myself would be very weary of
buying another Honda product unless this gets resolved to my satisfaction. If you have a
for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Honda dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 14
reports rebuild engine 9 reports add oil between oil changes 6 reports service bulletin 4 reports
replace engine 2 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet
this page Email this page. Find a good Honda mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your

area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. This is
awful. Honda must own it up and repair for free. Comment Disabled Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Need more info about
Honda CR-V oil changes? Look no further than Firestone Complete Auto Care! Our expertise
goes beyond tires. Oil and lube services are also our specialties. Check the interval for your
vehicle mileage in the table above. You may also need an oil change more frequently than
Honda recommends if you haul heavy loads, frequent dusty roads, enjoy off-roading, or go long
distances at low speeds. In fact, more frequent oil changes give our technicians more
opportunities to catch and alert you to any issues, like worn brake pads or a weak battery.
Honda has specifically identified either synthetic or conventional as the best motor oil for your
CR-V. You can drive with confidence knowing that we look out for you and your CR-V by taking
into account your driving habits, local climate,. What motor oils are available at Firestone
Complete Auto Care? Your CR-V engine deserves the very best, which is why we only stock the
best! There's a reason we carry these motor oil brands. They are tested and trusted. For
example, when tested in taxi fleets across North America, Quaker State was shown to provide
2x more protection than the industry standard. But don't forget about Shell Rotella for
heavy-duty engines. It's expressly designed for gasoline and diesel engines that need to
withstand rugged conditions, and is fortified to deliver increased wear protection, heightened
performance in extreme temperatures, and improved oxidation resistance. For help picking the
correct motor oil for your Honda CR-V, refer to Honda's recommendations first. We'll take care
of you quickly, with the right motor oil at the right price. Call ahead to find out how much oil
changes cost for Honda CR-Vs. Make an appointment for an oil change service today and let the
oil experts take care of your CR-V's engine. For your convenience, many of our stores are open
late and on weekends! Help your Honda CR-V run newer, longer with routine oil changes.
Schedule your oil change appointment today. Motor oil lubricates important engine parts. If
you're low or out of oil, engine parts can grind together, overheat, and cause your Honda CR-V
engine to fail. Can I change my Honda oil on my own? It requires special tools and old oil must
be disposed of properly. Why is my Honda exhaust smoke gray or blue? There could be an oil
leak and your engine is burning oil. It may be time for a pro to take a look. A leak can be caused
by a variety of issues including faulty valve seals, blown piston rings, or worn cylinder walls.
Schedule Oil Change. Our Best Rate Ever! You'll see "Oil Life" with a percentage number on
your dashboard. This is your Oil Life indicator, a convenient and important part of your Honda's
maintenance reminder system. It drops over time as you put miles on your Honda. Oil pressure
Indicator is different than Oil Life Percentage. If it starts flashing, it indicates that the oil
pressure dropped very low for a moment, then recovered. If the oil pressure indicator stays on
with the engine running, it shows that the engine has lost oil pressure and serious engine
damage is possible. In either case, you should take immediate action. What does it mean? The
oil life percentage on your dashboard measures the quality of your engine's oil. The oil life
percentage is just another part of a maintenance minder system meant to save Honda owners
time and money. From there, your Honda will automatically monitor engine operating conditions
to measure the lubricating ability of your motor oil. As you continue to drive and put additional
miles on your Honda, then you'll see the percentage drop over time. What should I do? At this
time, we recommend a quick and convenient trip through Scott Honda's Express Service Lane ,
no appointment necessary. Here, our technicians will read your vehicle's maintenance minder
codes to conclude which services your Honda needs. By driving with degraded oil, your
Honda's engine may fail or significant damage may be caused. Finally, since Honda's
maintenance minder does not sense your vehicle's oil level, it is still a good idea to check your
dipstick and reference the owner's manual for proper oil level. Honda Oil Life Percentage. A
chart of maintenance minder codes can be found in your Honda's owner's manual. Honda CR-V
owners have reported 46 problems related to engine burning oil under the engine and engine
cooling category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Bought from Honda dealer
and it burns 1 quart of oil per miles. This is a known issues service bulletin I have done an oil
consumption test with them and they agree that is the problem but will not correct. I feel they
mislead me during the purchase and the dealer should have informed me that there was issues
with the crv oil consumption. Honda USA refuses to correct also. This should have been a
recall. See all problems of the Honda CR-V. Car had low engine oil light come on. The mileage
on car was 84, and always had timely oil change done at same dealership. Vehicle keeps
gaining oil level from burned fuel even though the dealer installed the software update. I live in
the south so the cold weather is not the issue. I am an industrial mechanic for 47 years and do
my own maintenance so I know what the correct level is. The dealer says there is no fix but
diluted fuel leads to damage and if severe, can cause engine failure and accident. The image
posted is about 7k miles on oil change and the level is above the level marker pad. The second

issue is the electronic display fails to function which allows access to vehicle information and
control access. The dealer replaced the unit but this issue goes back to and so far, do not know
if the replacement will solve the issue since it was replaced with a remanufactured part, not
new. The dealer replaced the unit really not telling Honda the truth about the failure type, they
said it was sound system issue when they knew for a fact there was none as I gave them a video
and a letter describing the issue. One part is dollars and the other dollars, a stiff cost when
warranty runs out. Their fix is an extended warranty at a couple of hundred a month. A win win
for them and a loss to the consumer. The failure was sporatic and happened driving or parked.
The failure date is just for the electronic part but oil issue has been from the beginning. On cold
start-ups there is a loud rattle coming from the engine. My Cr-v only has 54, miles on it and this
is ridiculous. I am told it could be the vtc actuator and can only hope that my extended warranty
will cover it. Not the quality I expect from Honda at all. Researching this can lead to oil
consumption and a stretched timing chain and premature engine failure. Vtc actuator grinding
on cold start. Reported to Honda. At , miles started having high oil consumption. After several
misdiagnosis by hare Honda, determined same issue as TSB a problem with sticking piston
rings. If not fixed can cause engine failure. Excessive oil consumption reported to dealer when
mileage was apprx 60k dealer said that it was normal aprox 1 qt in 1,mi. It was not acceptable to
me. I am now burning much more now 92,k I would like to have this resolved by Honda because
this is motor defect and should be repaired at Honda's expense. I am concerned that driving the
car without appropriate repair is dangerous. But consumer reports believes that for an almost
new car to burn that excessive amount of oil is unacceptable. It's not. Read more Excessive oil
no oil leak engine oil disappeared 2 quarts after only miles from last oil change. No towing,
racing, mountains, etc. Contacted Honda, they say according to Honda policy only Honda
vehicles that consumpt 1 qtr oil per mile are consider abnormal. Since my Cr-v consumpt about
1 qtr per mile, Honda say it is normal and will not honoring their warranty. Extensive white
smoke out of exhaust pipe when stopped at city traffic light. Burnt oil smell. Could not
accelerate above 23 miles per hour in traffic. Every system failure message displayed. Purchase
crv new from Honda dealer in March, Has 2, miles on it. My Honda Cr-v is burning excessive
engine oil. Engine oil runs very low causing poor acceleration. Oil needs to be added weekly to
fix the problem. Engine oil should not be burning this quickly. Clearly something is wrong. I am
finding more oil in the oil reservoir from unburnt gas. In August I brought vehicle to privately
owned shop that I trust to research a noise coming from the engine bay when starting the
vehicle. The mechanic also found that the engine was leaking quite a bit of oil for such a new
car and he said it had a consumption issue. I called Honda in August , and started a case
regarding oil consumption and noise related to timing chain. They told me to bring vehicle to
Honda dealership to begin oil consumption test and to have noise looked at. I brought the car
into keeler Honda in November of to complete the oil consumption test when the oil needed to
be changed and to have the noise checked out. They changed the oil and couldn't figure out the
noise, stating the car was fine. As I drove the car over the next few months the noise got worse.
I brought the car to the dealership where I bought the car and they stated I should bring the car
back to Honda because it should've been under warrantee and something was definitely wrong.
Keeler Honda found a service bulletin to replace vtc actuator related to noise. This was replaced
and covered by Honda. The car still has oil consumption issue! This complaint is related to my
vehicle diluting the oil with unburnt gasoline and creating fuel odors in the cabin as well as
premature engine wear. Each oil change has recorded on the service order the drained oil
amount and each time the fluid level was larger then what was filled at the prior oil change. The
last change the dealership recorded 17 oz more fluid then what went in, this was all gasoline.
This is resulting in gasoline odors in the cabin which are creating an unsafe environment for my
passengers and myself. It seems highly likely that accumilating gasoljne vapors in the interior
of the vehicle pose both a health hazard and a possible fire or explosion risk. Honda has
acknowledged there is a oil dilution problem with these vehicles but rejects the notion that the
byproducts of this design flaw, namely the accumulating gas vapors pose any safety risk at all.
Since Honda has not remedied this flaw I am asking that this transportation organization
investigate these claims for validity and instruct them to correct this health, and safety risk as
well as the premature or accelerated wear of my engine due to this acknowledged flaw. My Cr-v
suffers from the dreaded [oil dilution issue] where gasoline gets into the oil raising the level
above the full mark. The result is a strong gasoline smell, sometimes in the cabin but always
when you pull the dipstick to check the oil. The oil level is always considerably higher than the
full mark. I presented this issue to my dealer, and they confirmed the smell of gas in the oil, the
high level and the fact that many crv's suffer from this same issue. Their unacceptable solution
was to change the oil and make longer trips to try to burn off the gasoline in the oil. They also
said that Honda would be issuing a statement in the fall about fixing the issue. First a bit about

the issue. There are many reports of crv owners with this problem unexpectedly stalling and
losing power while in motion. Some have suffered accidents. Does this sound like a vehicle
you'd like to put your family in? I am very worried about the long term value of a car that was
supposed to have great resale value - that's why I bought it. So Honda rolls out their "fix", and I
notice that they're only going to address what they consider "cold weather states". They also
plan to roll these "could weather state" fixes out over a multiple month schedule. Not
acceptable at all. What about my car Honda. I would think that Honda would treat all of their
customers the same and would want to fix as many afflicted vehicles as possible because of
possible safety issues. Honda has a very loyal owner-base. I betcha how they handle this will
affect people's decisions in the future. I know it will affect mine. Engine oil level after a recent oil
change with very less mileage shows the oil level is higher than the "highest" indicator point. It
appears to be oil is getting diluted by unburnt fuel. This may potentially harm the engine!!.
Honda's 1. The engine oil level grows quicker depending on driving conditions - sometimes
colder weather, sometimes freeway speeds, there seems to be many variables. To combat the
issue I am forced to change the engine oil more often for fear of engine misfires, engine
damage, and premature engine wear. When I change the oil, I fill the oil to the mid engine oil
dipstick mark but within miles or so the oil is at max dipstick level again with strong fuel smells.
To date Honda USA has no plan for correction let alone even acknowledging the issue. I have a
Honda crv and it is consuming an excess amount of oil. I have preformed numerous tests with
the dealership every miles per the test requirements for excessive oil consumption. My crv is
currently using 26oz of oil or more every miles and the dealership and Honda state that it is
within normal range. They stated that I should check my oil every time I fill up my gas tank. They
stated that if I do not check my oil every time I get gas, the level may go low and my engine can
blow up. I do not think it is reasonable to have to check my oil every week for a known issue
with Honda crvs from and it would be a safety issue if my car stops working while driving.
Tamara recall my car has started burning oil at about 82, miles. I am putting a quart in about
every miles. It seams like it is gradually burning more oil I just had to add 2 quarts and this is
the second time adding between its last oils change. I have oil changed at dealership every
thousand miles. I have seen this is a problem with this year cars but mine has not fallen under
any recalls I am wondering why? I have had the car in and looked at it is not leaking oil it is
burning it. My Honda crv has an oil consumption problem. The dealer finds it consumes 1 quart
per miles. Because of this it does not meet the criteria for repair under the extended warranty.
The oil light never comes on despite being critically low on oil. I have gone through the oil
consumption test twice now and also appealed through Honda. Because I am not burning 1
quart per miles they will not do the repair. They admit it's burning too much oil but not enough
to fix it. I have also been told by the Honda dealership that Honda oil lights "just don't work". My
independent mechanic has said the rate of oil consumption is damaging my vehicle. I am now
checking my oil weekly and spending a lot of extra money purchasing oil to add on my own. I
have found the entire process through Honda extremely frustrating. I call and send emails and
do not get a response. After I filed the appeal and was told they will not agree to do the repair I
asked what my next step should be. He suggested I do a third oil consumption test. He said he
had the final say as the person in charge of my appeal and he refused to help me. I had
excessive oil consumption and the pistons were replaced under the extended warranty from
Honda at approximately miles. I drove the vehichle and the oil lite came on; stopped at a repair
station and had to add 2 qts oil. Went to Honda again to start oil consumption test which they
say losing a qt of oil every miles is ''normal' which I so disagree with. The engine lite came on,
took to Honda and they said the catalyc converter needs to be replaced with only miles now. I
have crv with approx miles and have had no oil consumption or catalyic converter issue which
concerns me as I was looking to trade in the and pass the crv to my daughter and acquire a new
Honda. But, it is unacceptable that a newere crv has such major problems that it is not a quality
car to pass on to my daughtr to drive and I am not sure if I get another Honda if I will hae
defects and excessive out of pocket costs. I wanted my Honda's to last with minimum repairs
that are exorbinet costs. Liberty Honda is refusing to perform work under a warranty extension
notice titled "sticking piston rings resulting in high engine oil consumption. Since then I have
been given the runaround by liberty Honda employees over and over about why they won't fix
the problem. Despite proven oil loss, and a lit up oil light liberty Honda service crew continues
to fabricate reasons why they cannot perform the work in the warranty extension. He said, " you
haven't dealt with me yet" which not only sounded like a threat, but also sounded like code for:
"I'm just going to put you through more never-ending tests and not fix the problem. When I
contacted them today, after driving another 1, - per liberty's neverending test demands, liberty
Honda's service dept. Once again told me I would have to undergo more tests. It never ends!
Additionally, they seem to be bringing me in just to charge me for something else. I've had to

needlessly take off time from work for liberty's runaround. Excessive oil consumption. No oil
leak and not burning oil. Mechanic noted excessive oil use when he saw it was 2 quarts low on
oil within 3 months use after a oil change. Mechanic found no cause for this so it must be inside
the engine or drive train. Car is used for local flat driving. Excess oil consumption. Need to add
1 plus quarts of oil per 1, miles. Oil indication light does not appear when there is no oil on the
dip stick. Must constantly check and add oil to engine. I am the original owner and have always
used top-tier gasoline and I am also a very gentle drive. This vehicle started burning oil early in
It burns between 1. Honda told us this is "normal" and that we should replenish the oil every
time we fill the gas tank. This is unacceptable. No vehicle should "burn" oil at that rate. It is both
a liability to the owner and a detriment to the environment. Honda knows there is a problem
recall and should fix it. The vehicle had a noise after I put miles and took it to Honda service in
danbury Honda in CT, they told me to bring it back on miles due to engine was burning oil.
Brought it back twice with the same result, burning oil. Customer service sent documents and
proof to Honda for an approval to fix the problem, which is well known that the crv are burning
oil in excess and I am waiting over a week for a response and nobody called me, I called them
today and according to them, they havent heard from Honda. I wanted to let you know about
this problem that is well known in their internal circle, I asked someone from another Honda
service center and told me the same thing, and Honda knows but they will make it difficult to
admited. I am waiting for a possitive answer if not, I will never buy a Honda again. Single owner
of vehicle, bought brand new. For last 18 months or more. Large oil consumption, about miles
per synthetic oil change. Sounds like a lawnmower when starting vehicle. Terrible "pick-up".
Very low gas mileage, used 87 unleaded for entire life of car. Taken to local Honda dealership
many times with no real solution although posts all over internet with same problems. For at
least 50, miles, my crv seemed to be burning oil in between oil changes. In about mile into the
oil change, I'd notice my oil light come on or hear something was not right. Then, I'f check the
oil and it was a quarter low. But, there was no oil on the ground anywhere I parked. So it was
not leaking oil. I kept thinking it was my imagination. I kept looking for recalls to ensure there
was no issue. I bought a fixd app and never saw an issue pop up for oil. I had taken my car to
my local Honda dealership in to check for oil leak since the oil light would come on between oil
changes. They did not find any leaks and said the car was working as normal. I experienced the
problem again in 2 months after an oil change the light came on again. I goggled it and found
that my car was subject to an extended warranty for the issue until 8 years or k miles. I
contacted my new dealership and took my car in. My advisor stated that an oil consumption test
would need to be done which consisted of and oil change and bringing it back in miles later to
see more than 1 quart of oil had been burned. Since I would be over the extended warranty
period at the end of the test I contacted Honda directly to make sure it would be covered. I
spoke with rebecca who assured me that since I had started the test before the warranty period
was over I would be fully covered. I took the car back at miles and that said there was no issue.
In Jan my oil light came on again. I took the car back to the dealership and they discovered it
was burning more oil than 1 quart per miles. My car now had miles. Honda is now refusing to fix
the issue under the extended warranty. I spoke with the representative from american Honda
corp and she stated that even though I was told it would be covered since the process was
started before the extended warranty expired that information was not correct and she would
give a coaching to the representative that noted my file. The vtc acuator is an issue on this car.
The "recall" listed for this VIN is 36, miles or 3 years, whichever comes first. This is criminal as
no one will experience this issue within that time frame. It lets the manufacturer off the hook.
Honda knows this is an issue as it affects many makes and models of Honda cars there is even
a class action lawsuit for this particular issue for the Honda crv. The car grinds at the start,
sometimes not starting at all, due to high oil consumption because of the faulty vtc acuator. It
has been documented that the problem can often reoccur after another 10, miles. We were once
planning on staying loyal Honda customers, but this fraudulence has convinced us to switch to
a different manufacturer and tell everyone we know to do the same. The contact owns a Honda
Cr-v. While driving various speeds, the wrench warning indicator illuminated. The vehicle was
taken to the sloane Honda dealer located in philadelphia PA, for a third oil consumption test.
The contact was informed that the levels were perfect and did not need rings. The vehicle was
not repaired. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic where the technician used a
dipstick and informed the contact that there was no oil in the vehicle. The manufacturer was
notified of the failure and informed the contact that she needed to provide a two year history of
the oil consumption. The approximate failure mileage was 78, Check engine light came on and
vehicle required 2 quarts of engine oil. Vehicle only has 62, miles on it. Honda claims that 1
quart per 1, miles is normal oil consumption!. Our Honda Cr-v is part of the extended warranty
issue with Honda vehicles for excessive oil consumption. We had the car serviced in December,

On a relatively short trip in early April, we noticed something odd about the car. Took the car
into the regular place when we returned to find out it was completely out of oil. We had oil
changed again in August, -- again completely out of oil. We took the car numerous times to
Honda for protocol testing of oil usage at measured mile markers. Was told repeatedly that the
car was not within protocol limits for fixing, even though it completely went through the oil
twice in a span of eight months. The car was serviced again on October 17, and we have put in
2. In the protocol testing starting August 10 to October 17, the car used 2. We are getting very
close to the , extended warranty level and it is so frustrating to know there is a problem, but
Honda will not stand behind its product. We also have a Honda Cr-v that we have never had to
put a drop of oil in -- just regular service to it. We don't know who else to talk to about this, and
have been completely dissatisfied with the answers from the local Honda. We were loyal Honda
customers -- now we aren't. Oil consumption problem - took my car in for routine oil change.
Exclusive Honda not a dealer found no oil in my car. Sent me to a Honda dealer immediately to
take care of. Since they are not a Honda dealer they cannot do anything to my car or may negate
the extended warranty. The Honda dealer found a seal oil leak stated it was probably due to the
high miles. I went back after miles per the requirements for oil consumption problem. I planned
to change my oil every to avoid this problem. However I am on my 3rd time to have the Honda
dealer to check for oil consumption problems. I will be sending all the complaints separately. I
am notifying all that I can in hopes to have this problem fixed by Honda. The warranty extension
that was extended for "sticking piston rings resulting in high oil consumption" was not a
problem yet during the , mile mark. A few months later our Honda crv started needing much
more oil. Ever since we've needed to add oil at every fuel tank fill up. Please push Honda to
extend the warranty to take care of its customers. Our crv now has just over , miles. Thanks for
your time with this. Vehicle bought new in and only one owner. In early , my vehicle went from
having my oil changed between and miles to barely making it to Vehicle manufacture
recommends synthetic oil and is the only type of oil that has ever been used for this vehicle. No
oil was leaking form vehicle and no evidence of oil leakage under hood when checked. Oil
changed multiple times with same result. Honda dealership began test in October and was
completed in February After each check, 1 quart oil was added by Honda dealership. After third
check, I was told by service manager that this did not Honda specifications to warrant rebuild to
correct problem in engine causing high oil consumption. Was told that this was not normal but
vehicle was still safe to drive. Was told that timing chain had been stretched and needed to be
replaced. Was told that car should not be driven until timing chain fixed, but oil consumption
test can not be done if vehicle not driven?. Car Problems. Engine And Engine Cooling
problems. Car Stall problems. Engine Cooling System problems. Engine Oil Leaking problems.
Engine Grinding Noise problems. Check Engine Light On problems. Gas Recirculation Valve egr
Valve problems. Engine problems. Crankcase pcv problems. Low oil pressure will cause the
engine to seize up. When the oil pressure light on, it should be assumed that the engine locking
up is imminent. We advise not running the engine until the issue can be properly diagnosed.
There are many things that can cause low oil pressure. The number one reason that your CR-V
would have low oil pressure would be a lack of oil. The first thing you should do, is check your
engine oil level. Do not drive a vehicle with low engine oil to the store to buy more oil. Running
without enough oil to keep pressure in the crank case will certainly look up the engine. When it
begins wearing out, its ability to pump oil will be diminished. There is a screen in most oil
pumps that keeps large debris from entering. Eventually though, enough debris can enter the
pump to do some lasting damage to the pump capacity. If the oil level is significantly lower in
the pan than it should be, air can get into the oil pump and aerate the oil. Think about it like the
foam on a cappuccino or beer. This same problem can occur when there is too much oil as well.
Engines that run long enough without any sort of regular oil change schedule can get so dirty
on the inside that it begins to build up inside the crank case. Or, the oil itself could just be so
dirty that it no longer cycles through the engine properly, which causes low oil pressure. There
is a tube in your CR-V that takes the oil from the pan to the oil pump. This is called the pickup
tube. This tube can fall out, which will cause no oil to get to the oil pump. Modern engines use a
bypass valves to keep oil flowing to the engine even when the filter is clogged. This bypass
valve is activated when there is too much resistance from the oil filter. This valve can only allow
so much oil through, and may trigger the oil light. As stated above, checking the oil level in your
CR-V is definitely the place to start diagnosing low oil pressure. This may solve the problem.
Keep in mind that if the oil has leaked out once, it will leak out again. Modern vehicles use an
electric oil pressure sending unit. One of the first things that people do when they have the low
oil pressure light is to change out this sensor to see if that rectifies the problem. Anything after
the first two steps is best left to the professionals. Low oil pressure can blow your engine quick.
Always treat low oil pressure in your CR-V seriously. If there is no oil pressure the engine will

lock up and fail very fast. We recommend having a mechanic take a look at it. Good luck! Air in
Oil If the oil level is significantly lower in the pan than it should be, air can get into the oil pump
and aerate the oil. Clogged Oil Filter Modern engines use a bypass valves to keep oil flowing to
the engine even when the filter is clogged. Take it to the Mechanic Anything after the first two
steps is best left to the professionals. Conclusion: Always treat low oil pressure in your CR-V
seriously. You have no vehicle information saved in your Honda Owners account. The Owner's
Manual explains the various features and functions of your Honda, offers operation tips and
suggestions for vehicle care and maintenance, provides specific details on safety systems, and
includes comprehensive technical specifications. If your vehicle is equipped with a navigation
system, a navigation manual with detailed instructions, settings, and other information is also
available. To purchase printed manuals, you can order online or contact:. Delivery time is
approximately five weeks. To save paper and time, you can download the latest manuals now.
Need more help? Contact your local Honda dealer for assistance. Choose a Year and Model to
View YEAR MODEL. These files contain detailed information about your vehicle, and can be
downloaded, searched, and printed. The Owner's Guide provides a quick how-to on basic
functions and features. Coverage and terms of your vehicle's warranties, including general
provisions, new vehicle limited warranty, emissions, tires and accessories warranties,
replacement parts and more. Details can be found in the Warranty section. Have questions
regarding this Honda CR-V? After normal business hours sales Not your vehicle? All products
displayed on this search is for a Honda CR-V. Please click the "Add to Cart" button and select
the suggested quantities on the following page. Then click Checkout after you have added the
last item to the cart. Multiple oils or filters may be compatible with your vehicle below. Amsoil
wins! I drive Uber so this is important to me since I lose money at these oil change places that
for some reason are crowded Do you drive heavy miles all over your city or even through other
states? Protect your engine from harsh elements with the best synthetic motor oil on the
market! No more wasting time at the car dealer or fast lube shops several times per year. Some
dealerships require you to make an appointment or waste your Saturday while your car sits
there at their busy establishment. On this page you will find the recommended oil for your
Honda CR-V as well as recommended filter and transmission fluids. If you're looking for another
year, make or model instead of this Honda CR-V motor oil, try one of these similar models
below. We try to keep one page for each model vehicle. Hard ride? Extra weight? Heavy load?
High RPMs? They all equal more engine heat. Your engine needs all the help it can get. So,
switch it over to synthetic oil that will limit engine wear and prevent overheating even under the
most challenging conditions. Best recommended synthetic oil, filter, transmission fluid for my
Honda CR-V. Your Vehicle's Information. Great for turbos and direct injection. Protect your
Honda for up to 25, miles, hours of operation or one year, whichever comes first. Under severe
conditions this oil lasts 15, miles constant towing, hauling, idling, or dusty environment. Don't
forget to buy our awesome oil filter which will prevent debris from entering your engine!
Without filter 4. With filter 4. Awesome lubrication, fantastic high- and low-temperature
protection and exceptional fuel economy. It is jam packed with extra engine protection, which
allows you to go up to 12,miles or one year, whichever comes first, between oil changes!
Special price! Buy now! It has advanced synthetic technology to protect your Honda which will
resist chemical breakdown for maximum wear protection for your vehicle. This well beyond the
traditional 3,mile oil change interval. Awesome filtration which will remove debris. Great filter
for your Honda. Lasts up to , miles or five years! Initial fill 6. Related Products. Toggle
navigation menu. Free catalog Become a dealer. Links about Amsoil Car lookup guide Privacy
Policy. Awesome cleaning power! Amsoil's Signature Series Multi-Vehicle Synthetic automatic
transmission fluid is made to blow the doors off any regular or conventional ATF fluids on the
market and our oil surpasses the performance needs of most vehicles. Protect your
transmission and avoid costly repairs. This fluid has an advanced formula to give awesome
top-notch protection under harsh operating conditions. Transmission repairs are expensive so
protect your vehicle with this great fluid! Lasts in your Honda Cr-v for up to , miles or five years!
What engine oil do I need is one of the most common questions we hear at MicksGarage. We
can understand why, because choosing the right car engine oil can be confusing. Using the
engine oil finder will ensure you get the right spec oil for your car. Bear in mind that more than
one grade of oil might be recommended. For example, 5w30 engine oil and 10w40 engine oil
might be suitable for your car. The oil finder system also tells you how much oil your car needs
and how often you need to change your oil. It really does take all the guesswork away when
selecting which engine oil suits your car. Experts recommend you change your oil every miles.
It's possible that you will need to top up your oil in-between services as well. To avoid paying
high garage forecourt prices it's a good idea to keep a 1 lite top-up of oil in your boot. When
selecting the right oil for your car, don't assume that cheap engine oil will be poor quality. Also

don't assume that the most expensive is the best engine oil. Choose the right spec oil for your
car and change it regularly. If you still need help, don't hesitate to contact our customer service
team! This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. Please
enable Javascript to continue. Your location is:. Close Menu. View all car parts. View all
accessories. View all Outdoors. View all tools. View all engine parts. Gearbox oil Gearbox Oils
castrol Gearbox oils total Gearbox oils febi bilstein Gearbox oils granville Gearbox oils liqui
moly Gearbox oils. View all oils. View all car care. View all bulbs. View all Roof Racks. View all
wiper blades. View all Batteries. View all travel. View all Tech. Gifts For Diy Lovers. Gifts For
Petrol Heads. Gift Sets. Gift Vouchers - Euros. Gift Vouchers - Pounds. Gifts For Her. Gifts For
Him. Pet Gifts. Hair Styling. All Gifts. IE GO. Try our car registration lookup. This is the fastest
and easiest way to get the exact engine oil for your car. Car Reg. Choose your honda cr v below
to get the exact engine oil. Change Car. Purolator oil filters are designed to meet OE
performance and guarantee up to Equipped with an ultra-durable internal construction and oil
filter canister, The heavy-duty fluted black canisters are embl We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Oil Filter part. Showing
1 - 15 of 15 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: BS Part
Number: K33PS Part Number: K33HP Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 15 of 15 results. Featured Brands.
Reviews Questions, Answers. Established in , ACDelco manufactu Jan 27, Great shopping
experience, highly recommend. This is the same oil filter I normally purchase at the W store.
They were out when I went to buy two so I ordered them from Carparts. Glad I did, the total cost
for two was less than I would have paid at the store and I didn't even have to leave home. As
everyone probably knows, there are now shipping delays due to so many placing orders.
Carparts sent me two emails letting me know my shipme
acura legend service manual
rx8 door panel removal
1999 ford mustang engines
nt was delayed by carrier - not Carparts fault. That was great service. James Braswell.
Purchased on Jan 17, Jun 24, Came in as promised. On-time, nicely packaged, and was exactly
what I ordered. Peter Vlahos. Purchased on Jun 09, Jun 11, Good product. Well its a good little
oil filter. Good on performance and great on installation. Purchased on Feb 28, Show More.
Helpful Automotive Resources. Fluid ColorWhat Type. Then,you have to deal with the old oil
and filter. I could think of a more productive. But how do you know when your oil filter needs to
be changed exactly? The information it obtains is sent to the PCM in the form of a voltage value
or signal. However, you must be careful when draining out hot oil as you can burn yourself.
Also, around half a quart of oil may still remain in the upper parts of the engine. Knowing how.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

